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Order of the law

Parapublic market sees strong demand
CHALLENGING TIMES STALL OR SURVIVAL? BRUNEI BRIGHTNESS
H225 special report

Second-hand aircraft sales

Asian S-92 simulation

COLLECTIVE PITCH

With helicopter manufacturers now offering ‘power by the hour’
contracts and extended warranty periods, Peter Lewis, CEO
of Alpine Air Support, discusses the economic challenges
facing commercial customers in the aftermarket and offers an
alternative to the current situation.

Whatever happened
to the aftermarket?

T

oday’s new-build helicopters rolling
off assembly lines are wonders of
mechanical engineering and
ingenuity. No argument. Whether your new
oil rig transporter is saving you a 12% fuel
burn from your previous model, or your VVIP
client is being whisked from boardroom to
race course quicker and more luxuriously
than in the previous A model, there is one
thing that has changed for the worse.
Remember when buying a helicopter was
just that? You did the maths, looked at the
operating costs, maintenance intervals and
spare parts pool. When the warranty expired,
you had a choice where to go if you were
subcontracting engineering support or looking
to procure your own spare parts. No longer.

No choice?
Today, purchasing a helicopter means
surrendering your wallet to the same
manufacturer for years to come, as, quite
frankly, you do not have much of a choice.
Helicopter manufacturers are now not only
looking to eclipse their competitors, but box
in all their clients to either expensive ‘power
by the hour’ (PBH) contracts or by selling
extended warranty periods.
It sounds like you still have a choice, but
due to today’s commercial contracts now
limiting all the existing supply chain OEMs to
only selling their products to the helicopter
manufacturers, there is no aftermarket, no
choice and therefore zero opportunity to
become independently self-sufficient.
Free enterprise and trade agreements
seemingly have no place in the helicopter
world for spares coverage. Market
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protectionism thinly disguised as
‘commercial agreements’ prevent the actual
manufacturers of components, software and
even test equipment from selling their own
products to operators and maintenance
centres, as they sign away their commercial
integrity in the vague hope of securing longterm exclusivity with the airframe OEMs.
Nowhere is this more prevalent than in the
European market, with major helicopter
manufacturers contractually forbidding their
suppliers from selling components directly to
aircraft owners or maintenance companies.
Whilst one can understand the commercial
protectionism from the helicopter OEM’s point
of view, the result is harmful to the supply
chain process. By having only one source of
supply, which is akin to owning a licence to
print money, it also creates bottlenecks in
the supply of frequently required parts when
shortages occur.
Without effective stock management and
accurate forecasting for the aftermarket,
rather than allocating resources purely to
the initial manufacturing process and new
production lines, the OEMs end up being
unable to support their own products.
It is often a truism that they even end up
looking to the aftermarket, which they so
desperately tried to exclude from the
marketplace in the first place, to alleviate their
own in-house shortages in AOG situations – a
perverse admission of their own failures.
A senior buyer from a large US-based
organisation commented: ‘Quite honestly, if it
wasn’t for second-party vendors and the
aftermarket, a large proportion of our 200-plus
worldwide helicopter fleet would be grounded.’
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Looking at other sectors of the aerospace
spectrum, things are a little different.
Airliners have longer expected life cycles than
helicopters and the provisioning for these types
is more cash-intensive and based on a more
definable set of operating hours, with known
maintenance check level parameters and
engine-related inspection periods.

Trend transitions
How will the aftermarket of the future exist if
OEMs are taking away the option of operators
buying directly from equipment manufacturers?
The monopolies will push the parts
manufacturer approval (PMA) issue to the fore
as many entrepreneurs start to gnaw into the
profit-makers that the OEMs have so carefully
protected and nurtured for many years.
For many European types, there are no
authorised PMAs and this situation isn’t
about to change, and that’s the way many of
the OEMs want it to be.
Solutions? None that are easy to integrate
into today’s established marketplace. Rarely
are maintenance directors or purchasing
managers involved in the new fleet purchase
process, but they should be.
Assigning costs to typical upgrades and
in-service checks can be budgeted for and,
in some cases, integrated into PBH or
warranty contracts, but spares usage is
initially an unknown entity and you’ll be on
your own after the warranty is but a memory.
Use your purchasing powers wisely,
because you do have a choice before buying
into a closed-set system. However, once
you’ve signed on the dotted line, you’ll no
longer be able to maintain cost control as
your rotary wonder will seemingly keep on
asking you for a bigger allowance.
Peter Lewis is CEO of Alpine Air Support,
which deals in Dauphin and EC155
aftermarket parts.
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